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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the difficult task of recognition of a large

vocabulary of proper names in a directory assistance application.
Rather than augmenting the lexicon with alternate pronunciations,
which is unsuitable for very large vocabularies of proper names,

a class of distortions of the canonical form is used as knowledge
source (KS) for a new evaluation of the N- best hypotheses gen-

erated in a first recognition phase, in which new probability dis-
tributions are used. The KS is the result of applying constraints
inspired by speech science to distortions obtained by automatic

learning. Experiments on a very large French directory document
the validity of the approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recognition of a large vocabulary of proper names in a Directory
Assistant (DA) application is a difficult task of a very high per-

plexity. Furthermore, the phone sequences representing words are
often imprecise because they are derived by text-to- speech pro-

grams and many names, especially foreign names, are represented
by sequences which rarely correspond to what people say. This
suggests to perform recognition as a multi- phase process in which

the first phase generates hypotheses using available phonetic rep-
resentations and plausible deviations from them are considered in
successive phases.

A considerable amount of research has been performed in re-

cent years on lexical modeling [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The approach
proposed in this paper does not require the availability of alter-

nate pronunciations, but generates and scores plausible distortions
during a progressive search. Among the previously proposed ap-
proaches which do not rely on a precompiled lexicon of alternate

pronunciations it is worth mentioning the use of dynamic lexicons.
A possibility to derive them is to train decision trees with different

transcription probabilities for different word contexts [9]. The lex-
ical representation used for decoding is dynamically determined
based on the context. Details can be found in [9] where it is pro-

posed to model the distribution of phone pronunciations jointly at
the syllable and word levels. Since phones at syllable boundaries
still vary with context, pronunciations in these models include de-

pendencies on the neighboring base form phones. Other form
of context, such as word identity, speaking rate [10], word pre-

dictability, are included in the model. A training corpus is needed
consisting of a phone recognition transcript aligned to canonical
dictionary pronunciation models. In [11], a solution to the open

problem of the combination of sub-phone units is proposed. Mul-
tiple pronunciations for a name are derived by making vary the
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weight of a linear combination of logarithms of the probabilities

of the acoustic models and the sub-unit models It has also been
suggested that phoneme substitution is often taken into account in

the mixture of Gaussians used in context-dependent phone models.

It has recently been pointed out that some of the phoneme
modifications due to context, such as vowel reduction and phoneme

substitution are well captured by triphone or context dependent
models provided that enough training data have been used for these

models. Syllable deletion, on the contrary requires explicit alter-
nate pronunciations [12]. Phoneme insertions, with high evidence
in the acoustic data, are also worth considering.

The novel approach proposed in this paper is that possible dis-
tortion are dynamically generated as a refinement of representa-
tions available in a previous phase. Modifications are grouped into

classes and, for each class, a search process uses specific class
knowledge and probability distributions. Such a knowledge can

be inspired by speech science.

Several rescoring methods, such as proposed in [13], have
been proposed for DA applications. This paper describes a pro-

gressive search in which the N-best list of hypothesis, generated in
a first search phase, is rescored by successively applying a knowl-

edge source that systematically considers the possibility of insert-
ing one phone into the canonical forms. New probability distri-
butions are proposed, one based on the plausibility (in terms of

speech science) of the insertion in a given context and the other
based on the expected success of the insertion, given its acoustic
evidence. Experiments are described that use the N-best hypothe-

ses generated by a first step recognition, performed after a short
dialogue with the user, by a system developed at France Telecom

R&D for a very large French directory.

After the presentation of some theoretical considerations in
Section 2, corpora and experimental results are described in Sec-

tion 3.

2. ALTERNATIVE PRONUNCIATIONS AND
RECOGNIZER ERRORS

Let
�

be the orthographic representation of a proper name hy-
pothesized in a previous search phase and � be a sequence of
phonemes which is considered in the actual search phase as a pos-

sible modification of available representations.

In the experiments described in this paper, the available rep-

resentation is a sort of canonical form of
�

and � can be every
sequence of phone segments obtained by allowing an insertion on
the previous form. The following posterior probability is used for

ranking name hypotheses:

� � � � � 	 �  � � � � � � � 	 � � � �� � � � � � � 	
(1)
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This implies, among other things, that, for a given � , the path cor-
responding to the best alignment of the phone sequence model with
the acoustic description

�
has to be found. In practice, this is not

performed in the first search phase because non-admissible algo-
rithms have to be used due to the very large vocabulary size.

On the contrary, the best alignment can be performed once the

N-best candidates have been hypothesized and the scores for every
phoneme at each frame are available. The posterior probability in

1 can be further expressed as follows:

� � � � � � 	 � � � � � � 	 � � � 	 � � � � � � 	
� � � 	 (2)

The recognized word can be obtained by the following decision

rule: �  � " # % � � �( )
� * � � � � � 	 � � � 	 � � � � � � 	 -

(3)

The first term in equation 3 can be computed by multiplying the

frame prior probabilities for every possible alignment of � ;
� � � 	

is the probability of a plausible distortion of the canonical form
for

�
; while the computation of the last factor in the 3 is more

difficult. Notice that, if distortions of the canonical form have to
be considered, rather than generating a word model for each dis-

tortion, in the approach proposed here the search space is a matrix
with the acoustic probabilities of each phoneme at each frame. In
this way, insertions, deletions, substitutions, and different segmen-

tations for each form can be evaluated with the same search algo-
rithm because different forms just influence the search constraints.

The following sections present a method for selecting accept-

able distortions � according to both knowledge based constraints
and automatic learning techniques on a development corpus.

2.1. Choosing acceptable distortions

Choosing a suitable � to be used in the search process is crucial,

since not all the possible sequences can be considered. Knowledge-
based constraints are useful for selecting plausible distortions ac-
cording to some general simple rules. For example, it is well

known, in French, that silence / 0 1 3 5 segments can be inserted be-
tween certain pairs of phonemes (this is frequent for certain pairs

of consonants, like / 7 5 / 9 5 ) and that a schwa can be inserted after
a consonant at the end of a utterance or between an occlusive and
a nasal consonant.

Some further considerations are useful for this purpose. Let: ( be the canonical form for word
�

. Let ; ( be the distortion
corresponding to the optimal insertion of a phone for

�
. It is

possible to write:

� � � 	 � � � : ( ; ( 	 � � � ; ( � : ( 	 � � : ( 	
(4)

A rough estimation of
� � ; ( � : ( 	

can be derived from the liter-
ature, by assigning a high value to insertions that have been indi-

cated as plausible ones and a low value (even zero) to those that
have never been hypothesized or appear to be impossible based
on speech production knowledge. Useful suggestions are found in

important speech science papers and particularly in [14].
At the moment, as reliable probability estimations are not avail-

able, a uniform, non zero probability has been assumed for plausi-

ble insertions and a null probability has been assumed for the other
cases.

� � : ( 	
, the probability of the canonical form of a name has

been assumed to be uniform as reliable statistics of name use are
not yet available. A suitable fudge factor should also be used for� � � 	

.

2.2. Evaluation of a given distortion

Various approximations can be considered for computing the prob-
ability corresponding to the last factor in equation 3. In a distor-

tion � , if a phoneme / > 5 is inserted between string @ and string A ,
two cases are of interest, namely when the insertion was success-

ful, represented by the binary predicate 0 � � � @ > A D � 	
and when

the insertion was unsuccessful, represented by the complement of
predicate 0 .

A reasonable assumption, in case of insertion, is the following:� � � � � � 	 � � / 0 � � � @ > A D � 	 5 (5)

The computation is still difficult, because
�

has a very large vari-
ability, which suggests grouping different instances of

�
into classes.

The simplest solution consists in having only one class. In such a
case, one gets:

� / 0 � � � @ > A 	 5 � H / 0 � � � @ > A 	 5
H / 0 � � � @ > A 	 5 I H / 0 � � � @ > A 	 5 (6)

where H indicates the counting function and 0 indicates unsuccess-
ful insertion. An analogous probability has to be computed for the

case in which the successful form is the canonical one. Notice that,
even if

�
does not appear in equation 6, the probability of success

for an insertion depends on
�

. Methods which allow to manipulate
several classes of

�
are discussed in section 4.

The counts of equation 6 are estimated on a development cor-

pus by using the following algorithm:

1. consider for � all possible elements of classes of distortions
(in the experiments reported here there is only the class of

one phone insertion),

2. ignore class elements (e.g., possible insertions) which do

not satisfy constraints derived from speech science knowl-
edge,

3. select the best � by searching for the best alignment (using

acoustic models only) of all acceptable candidate sequences
compatible with the constraints; if the likelihood of the best� is not superior to the likelihood of the best transcription

of the previous search phase (e.g., the canonical form), then
replace � with the best transcription of the previous search
phase,

4. rescore the name candidates by using equation 3.

In this experiment, any insertion which leads to an improve-
ment in the rescoring process of the N-best development corpus is
considered successful. Similarly, any insertion which decrease the

rank of the reference word after the rescoring process is considered
unsuccessful.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Experimental setup

A development and a test corpora were used, each consisting of

1000 utterances of first name-last name from different speakers
collected by France Telecom R&D in the frame of its internal di-
rectory.

The lexicon consists of the canonical phonetic transcription of
128K different first name-last name items.

The first recognition step (baseline system) was performed by
the France Telecom recognizer. As a result, it gives for each utter-
ance:
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K a N-best list of first name-last name items,
K a phoneme lattice that contains the likelihood of the phonemeL M

at frame O , corresponding to the signal part
� P Q � � � P � L M 	

.
The frame step is 16ms.

3.2. Rescoring process

The approach proposed in this paper focuses on the dynamic gen-

eration of plausible distortions of canonical forms in a rescoring
phase in which the probability of the distortion depends on the na-
ture and the evidence of the competing hypotheses.

Rescoring is based on a
�  

decoding strategy. The search
space is represented by a matrix of the acoustic model probabilities

of each phoneme in each frame. These probabilities are derived
from a lattice of phoneme hypotheses generated in the first phase.
This type of rescoring benefits from the possibility of perform-

ing an admissible exhaustive search in a very short time because
acoustic models are no longer used.

An experiment was carried out by considering only the follow-
ing types of insertions, called Knowledge Source (KS) insertions:

K a silence / 0 1 3 5 between pairs of phonemes, except when the
second phoneme is vocalic,

K a schwa after a consonant at the end of a utterance,
K a burst recognized as a weak fricative or an unvoiced stop

at the end of a utterance.

As very few data were available for estimating the model probabil-
ities, they were initially set to 1 only for the insertions compatible
with the KS and zero otherwise. The results for the development

set using only this KS are shown in the second column of table 1,
while the results obtained in the first phase are shown in the first

column. The correctness percentage of rank 1 corresponds to the
occurrence of the correct name in the first 1 elements of the 5-best.

N-best set U V
P

pass KS insertion

1 500 (50.0%) 598 (59.8%)

2 +110 (61.0%) +62 (66.0%)

3 +39 (64.9%) +19 (67.9%)

4 +29 (67.8%) +9 (68.8%)

5 +14 (69.2%) +4 (69.2%)

Table 1. Performance (% correct) obtained by rescoring proper
names considering KS phoneme insertions

The improvement due to rescoring comes from a more ac-
curate segmentation performed with an almost admissible search
algorithm. Nevertheless, a significant portion of it results from

rescoring with insertion assumptions even with simple insertion
types and uniformity assumption for some probability distribu-

tions.
In a second experiment, expression 6 was then applied to the

development set as presented in section 2.2. The insertions con-

sidered are the ones that, when applied only to the correct answer,
allowed it to move to the first position when it was below it. These
insertions were then applied to all the development set and to all

the candidates in it allowing also errors to jump to the first position
when they were below it. The results are shown in table 2, column

3.
The same gain of about U W X absolute, between the first and

second pass, can be observed between the development and the

U V
P

pass KS insert. succ. insert.

U V
P

rank devt. set 500 598 630

U V
P

rank test set 480 588 595

Table 2. Performance (% correct) obtained by using a develop-
ment corpus for selecting insertions

test corpus. The training of the insertion model by mean of a de-
velopment corpus produces a large gain in precision on this devel-

opment corpus and, even if the gain is smaller, the same trend is
observed on the test corpus.

4. PERSPECTIVES

The results presented in the previous section show that, if the KS
distortions seem very robust, not all of those obtained on the devel-

opment corpus can be successfully applied on the test corpus (the
absolute gain of Y Z [ X on the development corpus dropped to less

than U X on the test corpus). We believe that this lack of robustness
is due to the simplification done in equation 6, by considering only
one class for the acoustic parameter

�
.

Nevertheless, a limited number of classes for
�

can be ob-

tained by describing the behavior of phonetic feature probabilities
in the time segment of the inserted phoneme. This paragraph de-
scribes an ongoing work on using such phonetic features in order

to increase the robustness of the insertion selection algorithm.
A set of binary phonetic features proposed in [15] for the French

language has been used.

Each time frame can be represented by a vector of feature pos-
terior probabilities : ] P � / ^ _ P D Z Z D ^ a P D Z Z D ^ b P 5

The posterior probability for the c
P d

feature in the O
P d

frame
is given by:

^ a P � e g i j l � � � P � L 	 � � L 	

e g i j n o o � � � P � L 	 � � L 	 (7)

q a is the set of phonemes for which the c
P d

feature has value true,q r s s
is the set containing all the phonemes.

The analysis of the time evolutions of feature posterior prob-
abilities allows one to consider two classes for

�
(once again, we

take as example the situation of a phoneme / > 5 being inserted be-
tween string @ and A ):

K the first class, that will be indicated by t , contains cases
in which the time evolutions clearly show feature changes

which are natural transitions between @ and A and justify
the hypothesization of / > 5 just because not all the feature

probabilities change at the same time;
K the second class, indicated as t , represents the fact that

some probabilities exhibit a time evolution which denote
the intention of uttering / > 5 and deviate from the transition

between @ and A .

For example, this happens if a feature probably rises because the
feature value is true for / > 5 , while it is constantly false in the last
phoneme of @ and in the first phoneme of A .

Using feature evidence, two classes can be used for the com-

putation of equation 5:

� / 0 � � � @ > A D � 	 5 � � / 0 � � � @ > A D t 	 5 � � t � � 	 I� / 0 � � � @ > A D t 	 5 � � t � � 	
(8)
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� / 0 � � � @ > A D t 	 5 and
� / 0 � � � @ > A D t 	 5 can be computed by

counts as for equation 6, while
� � t � � 	

can be expressed in terms
of evidence of peaks and valleys of feature posterior probabilities

in the segment of / > 5 .
Another possibility is that of extracting from the signal a set v
of acoustic cues which are suitable for separating successful and
unsuccessful insertions. An interesting approach for feature ex-

traction using neural networks has been recently proposed in [16].
In such a case, indicating with > � @ D A 	

the insertion of > be-
tween @ and A ,

� x / > � @ D A 	 5 a successful insertion and
� x / > � @ D A 	 5

an unsuccessful insertion, the computation of equation 5 can be
carried out as follows:

� � � � � D � 	 � � x / > � @ D A 	 D v 5
e { i s | } M � � � � � � D � D v 	

� � x / > � @ D A 	 D v 5� x / > � @ D A 	 D v 5 I � x / > � @ D A 	 D v 5
� � x / v � > � @ D A 	 5� x / v � > � @ D A 	 5 I � x / v � > � @ D A 	 5 � � (9)

with

� � � x / > � @ D A 	 5� x / > � @ D A 	 5 (10)

Successes and failures can be assumed to have Gaussian distribu-

tions that can be inferred from experiments, while � can be esti-
mated with counts of successes and failures.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Proper name recognition for DA applications is approached in this
paper by progressive search in which the N-best list of hypothesis,

generated in a first search phase, is rescored by successively ap-
plying knowledge sources. The first knowledge source propose in

this paper, systematically considers the possibility of inserting one
phone into the canonical forms.

New probability distributions are proposed, one based on the

plausibility (in terms of speech science) of the insertion in a given
context and the other based on the expected success of the inser-
tion, given its acoustic evidence. Preliminary experimental results

show the effectiveness of this search phase.
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